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- User interface featuring a'main dialog' screen and a toolbar. - Support for more than 500 chips
designs. - Multi-fold engine allows you to find the ideal cut pattern for your material. - Allows you
to adjust the parameters for the optimal cut. - Allows you to scale the tool path to the dimensions

you require. - Allows you to measure the disc size and generate an RTF or DXF file of the layout. -
Fully automated design with optional NC code generation. - 'Command-line' or optional'menu-
driven' design and analysis options. - Fully graphical representation of the different ring sizes. -

Specify the location of the start and end point of your tool path. - Allow you to set the number of
turns for each radius (number of "facets"). - Assign the tool centers for the first and last radius. -

Allow you to place the center of the disc by moving your mouse over the circle. - Allow you to use
the sweep automatically generated by the program. - Allows you to draw a dot over the design where
you wish to create the point of interest. - Allows you to select a point to drill into the material before
the tool path is generated. - Allows you to copy or delete generated rings from your design. - Allows
you to add a blank disc and rings to your design. - Allows you to export your design to the format.SB
or.DIF or for the layered.DXL. - Allows you to create a complete 2D or 3D model of the design for
CNC machining. - Interface with CNC NC code generation for CNC machines. - Export to DXF or
RTF format to be processed by other CAD programs. - Export.DXG image format for plotting with

G-code editors. - Export.LISI file (Layer Import/Export) for Repetier and other 3D printing
software. - Allows you to measure multiple rings at once. - Allows you to change the aspect ratio of

the design. - Allows you to specify the CAD file generated. - Allows you to place additional
information on the CAD. - Allows you to automatically place the rings in the CAD. - Allows you to

quickly export the CAD as a STL, X3D or Obj file. - Allow user to design 1, 2 or 3D models. -
Allows you to work on multiple ring layouts
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* Easy to use and install with a friendly user interface. * Lightweight and will not consume much
memory (less than 200KB). * Covers all the basic sheet materials, typically used for discs, rings and
other cylindrical blanks. * Generates professional readable DXF files (or RTF and PDF files of the
same) from the layouts without the need to re-import the layout. * Generates optimal NC codes for
CNC centers, laser cutters, etc. * You can fully customize the cutting tool to cut parts from many
types of steel, stainless steel, aluminum, etc. * You can add your own drawings and dimensions

directly from the file or import them from a drawing program, such as Visio. * Allows you to check
quantities and batch cuts. * The free version is limited to three sheets per layout. * Unlimited sheets

for paying users. * It includes a 1 year free update. * You can be notified about all future updates
and new versions by entering your email address. * It is written in C# and works on Windows
platform.  * Runs under Windows XP SP2 or later and.NET framework 2.0 or later. What is

PlusRings? PlusRings is a versatile tool that simplifies the process of cutting discs and rings. It is
designed to determine the optimal layout for a number of blanks in one project. It has two modes;
Personal and Professional. The Personal version allows the user to save one project at a time and a

number of projects in the same file. The Professional version saves projects for you, and allows you
to edit the projects. The Professional version is more suitable for large projects or repeating cuts.

How can I use it? Start the application by creating a new file. Then click on the "Connect to CNC"
button. Choose the number of sheets you want to cut and press "Ok". Then you can quickly set the

parameters for the blade. Or you can manually do it with the help of the unique "Select a Tool from
the toolbox". From that tool you choose the size of the blade and then you can change the feed rate.
At the beginning the user is prompted to choose the material. Press the "Next" button and a list of
material types is displayed. Choose the type of blank you want to cut and press the "Next" button.
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Description Utilizing the new extra full side nesting features, plusRings can nest up to 32 rings
within each other on one side of the sheet using the nest and touch tools. Next the nesting tools are
improved to allow you to nest the second part of the rings inside the first. Also, the nesting tools
have been redesigned to enable nesting and selecting from the imported cutting layouts. The
plusRings application is completely a standalone application for Mac and Windows operating
systems, and will detect the OS automatically. The production of 3D-packages or what-you-see-is-
what-you-get (WYSIWYG) files in the common format, DXF- and RTF-files for optimal design can
be done within the PlusRings application with support for the most common 3D-packages. The
program features a powerful grid system for designing rings of different sizes and edges. PlusRings
supports most popular CNC machines like the VarioTop HX, BridgeStation, Siemens and others.
PlusRings has a robust import and export system which allows users to design NC codes for all
major CNC systems. When using PlusRings, the primary function that should be used is the pan and
the plusRingNesting tool. Using the pan tool, you can design your rings, nesting the adjacent rings,
and placing the handles of the rings properly. The plusRingNesting tool is the most important tool
for designing rings, and it allows you to nest the rings, select a ring at a time, place the handles of the
rings to the edge of the sheet, and align the adjacent rings for nesting. The colors of the selected
rings, handles, and the nesting rings can be changed very easily. All of these functions are arranged
within the PlusRings application. All you need to do is to select a ring, move it, and nest it as
necessary. PlusRings will find the best layout for each ring, and it is determined by the algorithm
based on the number of holes and the size of the hole. When the ring is nested, it is inserted at the
selected position on the sheet. There is an undo feature, which allows you to undo the last action, if
you do not like it. All in all, the PlusRings 3D software will save a lot of time for the

What's New In?

PlusRings is a windows software designed and developed by RTF Software Limited. The main
features of PlusRings are: - Dynamic Layout Generation allows you to insert discs into rings as each
disc have different combinations of holes. - Dynamic drilling allows you to insert holes through
discs as in most cases a further disc will be used during drilling. - Multi Drill Options lets you
choose the number of discs and their diameter and overall length. - Unlimited nested rings and discs.
- NC code generation. - Verification of optimum drill settings. - Layouts are stored in a database for
future reference. - You can save layouts as images for offline viewing. - CNC code generation. -
Option to specify number of discs and their diameter and length. - Lists the features of each disc
and ring types. - Export to DXF and ECL (Engineering CAD) format. - Option to save layouts as
images for offline viewing. - Options to toggle between Ring / Disc based tool/data set. -
Customized dialog for user settings. - Option to resize the main window for optimal viewing and
user view. - Option to display the screen magnification in the main tool window. - Option to show
the time elapsed in the main tool window. - Option to show the date in the main tool window. -
Recent files list. - Drag and drop operations for image and layout/NC code generation. - Support for
keyboard, mouse, LUA, and mouses and other devices. - Option to set the open and save type as
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images or layout/NC codes. - Option to export the layout and NC code to a file. - Option to export a
folder of layouts and NC codes to a file. - Option to export only selected ring or selected dial. -
Option to Edit / Remove / Save / Copy / Import / Export / Options / Reset / Restore / Help.
Advantages of PlusRings are: - Import and Export layouts, drill settings, and NC codes - Layouts
and NC codes can be exported to a file - Dynamic Layout Generation allows you to insert discs into
rings as each disc have different combinations of holes - Dynamic drilling allows you to insert holes
through discs as in most cases a further disc will be used during drilling - Multi Drill Options lets
you choose the number of discs and their diameter and overall length - Unlimited nested rings and
discs - Verification of optimum
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System Requirements:

Windows 8/8.1/Windows RT 8.1 8 GB RAM 1 GB VRAM 32-bit/64-bit, NVIDIA GeForce GTX
660 or AMD Radeon HD 7770 or higher, GeForce GTX 760 or Radeon HD 7870 or higher HDC:
Windows Vista SP2/7 (32-bit)/Windows 7 SP1 (32-bit)/Windows 8 (32-bit)/Windows RT 8.1
(32-bit) Preferred Resolution: 1280×720 Native Aspect Ratio: 16:9
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